
 Vertical Blinds
 Elegant simplicity for larger windows
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Luxaflex® 
Design and 
Craftmanship 
Luxaflex® Vertical Blinds are crafted with 

precision to your individual specification 

and lifestyle. From exclusive materials 

to smooth operation, you’ll experience 

premium design quality with durability 

and style. 

THE LATEST LOOKS
Our designers took their inspiration 

from the latest interior trends to bring 

you exciting colours and textures with 

contemporary and timeless style to 

compliment your home. 
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MADE WITH RECYCLED OCEAN PLASTIC: 
GREENSCREEN SEA-TEX® NXT

Our latest fabric innovation, GreenScreen Sea-Tex® 

NXT, is the world’s first window treatment fabric 

made from 50% recycled ocean plastic. Good for 

your home and the environment. 
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Enjoy enhanced peace and quiet with our luxurious 

acoustic fabrics - Riff and Sedna - designed to improve your 

rooms interior acoustics by absorbing ambient noise and 

reverberations. 

SUSTAINABLE LIVING
We care about the environment. Our window treatments 

help manage heat and light at the window, making 

your home more energy efficient and sustainable. The 

responsible materials we use include Cradle to Cradle 

Certified™ fabrics and materials. This internationally 

recognised certification acknowledges the continuous 

improvement and innovation of products and processes. 

IMPROVE YOUR HOME’S ACOUSTICS
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ALUMINIUM WITH A WARM FEEL

Our new Pure Sense range features the latest trend colours in super matt finish and with 

smooth touch. Choose from a wide range of colours and finishes in a sleek design that’s 

perfect for modern interiors. 
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DURABLE PVC LOOKS

Ideal for kitchens and bathrooms, our PVC 

vertical blinds feature waterproof and easy clean 

characteristics that can withstand heat, humidity 

and stains with a wide range of stylish designs to 

choose from.



For an ultra-modern look, choose our sealed-in bottom 

plate design that also eliminates the need for stabilising 

chain links along the bottom of the vertical blind. This 

creates an even sleeker look and is ideal for high traffic 

windows or doorways where children and pets might be 

moving through.

Personalise your blind by combining a plain fabric colour 

with a patterned fabric in the same colour. Or add a 

special finishing touch with a coloured headrail in black, 

white, brown or aluminium, for an extra distinctive look.
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DESIGN OPTIONS
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UNUSUAL SHAPES

Don’t worry about shaped windows as Luxaflex® 

Vertical Blinds can be crafted to fit angled 

windows, bay windows and window sections 

with unequal heights.
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POWERVIEW® AUTOMATION

Our award-winning smart home system operates with Apple 

Home Kit, Amazon Alexa, Google Home, Nest and many more, 

or as a standalone App or controller. You can use it to help wake 

you up, improve security or change the mood - automatically. 

With an intuitive digital interface and controllable from your smart 

device, your fabric Luxaflex® Vertical Blinds can now be part of your 

intelligent home.
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OPERATION OPTIONS
From manual wand control to motorised options there are many ways to 

enjoy simple, smooth and child safe operation of your Luxaflex® aluminium,  

PVC or fabric Vertical Blinds. 

DESIGNED WITH SAFETY IN MIND
We consider child safety a top priority. Making child safe products for homes 

is an integral part of our design philosophy. From effortless manual controls 

to fully smart home motorised systems, Luxaflex® offers many innovative 

lifting systems designed with safety, comfort and style in mind.
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At Luxaflex® our window treatments start with great design. 

Light control, energy efficiency, and the convenience of 

motorisation are just some of the innovations that enhance 

the beauty of every room, every day – made to measure 

with a five-year guarantee.

The Art of Window Styling

Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.com

Let’s talk
Together with our local expert, 
you can look at inspiration for 
your room and get to know the 
products and materials you like.

Craftsmanship guaranteed
Your bespoke product will be 
handmade with care and attention 
to detail by our skilled craftsmen.

Home consultation
Your local expert measures your 
dimensions, assesses your lighting, 
and makes sure everything is 
perfectly designed for your home.

Seamless installation
Relax and let Luxaflex® 
professionals do what they do best, 
knowing you’re covered under our 
5 year guarantee.


